Motion
nDSP
Real-time Video Enhancement and
a Analytics
Background
Silicon Valley
y-based MotionDSP develops advanced, rea
altime image prrocessing and analytics softw
ware for video,
enabling civilian and military
y analysts to se
ee better and save
omers include the
t U.S. Air Fo
orce, Navy,
lives. Its custo
Intelligence co
ommunity, and
d civilian agenc
cies.
MotionDSP’s primary solutio
on is Ikena ISR
R (Ee-Kehn-Ah)), a
real-time imag
ge processing application for FMV and Wide
e
Area Motion Imagery (WAMI) that provides
s a sophisticate
ed
a
real“one-click fix” for video qualiity, along with advanced,
time analytics
s. Full-motion video
v
(FMV) analysts use Iken
na
ISR to improv
ve and analyze real-time video
o feeds so they
y
can deliver be
etter intelligenc
ce to soldiers on the ground.
Challenge
The Departme
ent of Defense
e has a huge “b
big data” proble
em.
It collects more than 10,000 hours of aerial surveillance
m
in Afghan
nistan and othe
er theaters, mu
uch
video every month
of which is ge
enerated from the more than 56
5 combat air
patrols (CAPs
s) the Air Force
e flies each day
y with its Preda
ator
UAS unmanned aerial vehic
cles.
Extracting inte
elligence from these FMV fee
eds requires a
larger workforrce than is currrently available
e. In fact, a rece
ent
study by the RAND
R
Corpora
ation projects th
hat by 2015, the
Air Force could require as many
m
as 117,00
00 personnel
dedicated to FMV
F
exploitatio
on.
Adding to this
s challenge are
e poor environm
mental condition
ns
(low light, smo
oke and atmos
spheric haze) and
a artifacts
caused by the
e transmission of FMV across
s large distance
es,
which result in
n poor video qu
uality.
Limitations off CPU-based co
omputing syste
ems prohibit
ally-intensive algorithms such as MotionDSP
P’s
computationa
from processiing video in rea
al-time. As a re
esult, military
personnel are
e often forced to
o use incomple
ete, outdated or
o
inaccurate da
ata, which puts the mission at greater risk.
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Soluttion
Ikena
a ISR, running o
on off-the-shelff Windows-bassed
worksstations and se
ervers with NVIDIA® Tesla® G
GPUs, can
impro
ove the quality of any existing
g FMV or WAMI sources in
real-tiime.
Ikena
a ISR uses a su
uite of sophisticcated algorithm
ms to
autom
matically and dyynamically imp
prove video qua
ality from
mann
ned and unman
nned aerial sou
urces. For exam
mple,
Motio
onDSP’s patentted “super-reso
olution” algorith
hm
recon
nstructs video a
and wide-area images using tthe best
inform
mation from dozzens of preced
ding video fram
mes or
image
es, resulting in increased reso
olution and significantly
reducced noise.
n improve video
o quality by 1 to
o 2 Video NIIR
RS (standard
It can
scale used to rate im
mage quality), e
enabling an an
nalyst to see
een a gun or sh
hovel in a person’s hands.
the diifference betwe
a ISR also addrresses the “big data” problem
m by scaling
Ikena
acrosss GPUs to app
ply its advanced video analytiics
techn
nology to massive, cloud-base
ed data sets, enabling
analyysts to spend le
ess time on pro
ocessing, and m
more time on
explo
oitation and disssemination.
a GPUs enable Ikena ISR to o
operate in real--time on
Tesla
stand
dard definition a
and HD video ffeeds, and scale to multichann
nel processing. Tesla GPUs e
enable the customer to
proce
ess any live vid
deo source in re
eal-time at veryy low
latenccy, delivering b
better quality to
o FMV systemss. And,
severral channels off FMV can be p
processed on a single
GPU,, allowing Ikena
a ISR to scale to multi-channe
el FMV
syste ms without req
quiring a huge C
CPU-based se
erver farm.
Impa ct
FMV analysts requirre real-time FM
MV enhanceme
ent and tools
to sup
pport soldiers w
with timely intelligence. NVIDIA GPUs
enablle MotionDSP tto deliver a cuttting-edge vide
eo
impro
ovement and an
nalytics capabiility that can be
e rapidly
deplo
oyed to existing
g FMV systemss and immediattely improve
the prroductivity of analysts facing hours of footag
ge.

